
 

 

This is an ongoing guide that will be constantly updated 

as we complete new application sections. 

How to Set up Your New Printer 
A brief overview of our experiences 

 

0845 3096375 



Thank you for purchasing your new printer package from ourselves. We hope 
that the service that we have given in processing your order for the printer 
and in getting it to you, was efficient and trouble free. We also hope that the 
delivery was fast. 

We recognise that as a business we are accountable to our customers in how we conduct our business 

with you. We always try to offer a good level of service and to be polite in our dealings with all customers, 

to hopefully encourage you to contact us for any future consumable requirements that you may have. We 

are also product knowledgeable and would be pleased to assist technically in any way that we can.  

A record of your purchase details have been kept which will allow us to quickly assist you with any ques-
tions that you may have or to advise you on what consumables you may need from time to time.  Owing 
to the introduction of the new GDPR regulations on 25th May 2018, we may have to contact you to ask 
for your permission to keep these records for an appropriate period, for this specific purpose. 

As a valued customer we ask that you please remind us to reduce your first order for any consumables 
that you may need by 10 %. 

We operate quite a few websites at present and are looking to merge these into a simpler website that 
covers all of our products. In the meantime, our www.homemediaonline.com site can be used as a portal 
to navigate to the product specific sites that we operate. 

We are installing a product registration form and an account form for all of our customers. Customers 
with accounts with us will receive regular discounted offers. Any of our customers are entitled to any dis-
counted promotions that we offer.  
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This guide is intended to assist you in setting up and using your new print-

er package.  It is not intended to replace the printer manufacturers guide 

and instructions, only to better explain or to clarify certain installation 

points. 

For most part the printer manufacturers guide should be your point of 

reference and we would recommend that you take a few moments to read or familiarize yourself on some 

of the many tasks that you may undertake in using your new printer.  

If you are using the printer as a specialised printer package for either edible  or dye sublimation printing, 

or if you are using the printer with refillable cartridges, a continuous Ink Supply System or any other non 

manufacturers ink cartridges, usage of these ink cartridge types are covered in this guide. 

We do offer our take on how to maintain your printer in terms of head cleaning and in terms of firmware 

and software upgrades that are offered by the manufacturer from time to time. 

Please bear in mind that all views expressed within this guide are our views based on the experiences that 

we have encountered whilst selling printer packages to our customers. These views should always be bal-

anced against the manufacturers expressed opinions and recommendations in determining your own 

views or actions.  

How to Use this Guide 

On receiving your printer, please check that all of the items 
that should have been supplied, have been supplied and are 
in the box.  

Please do perform this check prior to  installing the ink car-
tridges. This is important as we cannot accept any claims for 
shortages “after” the cartridges have been installed in the 
printer.  

We would advise that you keep the printer box and all of its packaging in case you need to send the print-
er to the manufacturer or their representatives for warranty purposes at a later date. Typically you will 
receive: 

 A Printer of the model specified. (Colour may vary dependant on the listing) 

 Power lead (USB leads are not normally supplied other than as a special requirement) 

 Installation CD—Contains the drivers and software to be installed on you computer. 

 Manufacturers manual/instructions. (These may be contained on the installation CD)  

 Ink Cartridges of some kind as specified in the sales offer/listing 

 Any other items as sold as part of the package and as specified in the sales offer/listing 

 

Receiving your Printer 

Many laptops and some computers do not have the facility to use an installation CD. If 
you have no CD drive in your computer, please visit the manufacturers website and 
navigate to the support section and then to the download section. This will allow you to 
download the drivers, software and manuals. 

Should you need assistance with this, please call us on 0345 3096375/0845 3096375 

Driver & Software Downloads 



Setting up your printer consists of several steps, turning the printer on, installing the ink 
cartridges and connecting the printer to your computer. If you are using refillable ink car-
tridges, the section on “Filling Refillable Cartridges” should be read and followed prior to 
installing the ink cartridges. 

Setting up can be done in a couple of different ways, either by installing the ink cartridges and then con-
necting the printer to your computer, or by connecting the printer to your computer first and then installing 
the ink cartridges. 

Either way is acceptable but bear in mind that in the case of a multi function printer which has an LCD 
screen, it can be easier to install the cartridges than with a printer with no LCD screen.  

On a printer with an LCD screen, any errors when installing the cartridges will be shown on the screen, along 
with action to take. On a printer without an LCD screen, a flashing light will show to alert you to an error, or 
to take an action. 

Once a printer has been connected to a computer, the use of a 
“maintenance tab” or “change cartridge tab” through the printer 
software can be used to easily install and change ink cartridges. 

Our preferred way of setting up is to first connect the printer to 
the computer and then install the ink cartridges. We have set this 
guide out in that order.  

Note: Please always shake new ink cartridges before installing 
in the printer!  

 

 

 

Setting up your Printer 

Procedure 

The basic procedure involves a couple of steps outlined as below and they can be performed with the 
printer as stand-alone (Not attached to a computer), or as a printer attached to and controlled by a com-
puter of some type. Follow the steps outlined below and set-up will be fine. 

Unpacking your Printer 

This may appear to be an uneccassry step to put in this manual however, customer ex-

perience has taught us  not to assume that this area is without a couple of issues.  

 Carefully remove the printer from the box and remove the polystyrene shock pro-

tection and the plastic cover that the printer will be wrapped in. 

 Remove all of the protective tape/packaging, installed for transport protection.  Tape is normally used 

to keep any cover or movable part taped into position to avoid damage. 

 Look out for print-head locks with some manufactures, Epson use a piece of blue tape to tape the car-

tridge hold/Print Head, whilst Canon use an orange plastic lock. It varies between manufacturers. You 

will know if you miss this as the printer will either show an error, or will screech when turned on. 

 Check for any signs of transport damage to the printer. 

 Open up all covers and drawers and check to see if any cartridges or the power cable has been put into 

one of these locations. Epson do use the space behind the panel for the power cable. 

Once the printer is unpacked, with all protective tapes and clips removed and with the cartridges, cables and 

software disc located , you are good to start the setup. 



Following is an example that shows some of the screen  instructions and prompts that 

you will encounter whilst connecting your printer to your computer. We have used an 

Epson WF-2010W in this example. 

Example 

Insert the driver disc in your computers CD Rom, a screen will come up and ask if you wish to run In-

stall.exe program or if you wish to navigate the contents on the disc. Simply double click the install.exe 

icon and follow the on screen instructions and prompts. 

When asked if you want the programme to make changes to this computer, click the yes button. 

A license screen will now appear asking if you wish to accept the software license. Check the check box 

and click next. 

An install screen will now appear offering between “Start & Connection”  or “Additional Software” setup, 

select the “Start & Connection” option and a start and connection screen will appear. 

Tick “Monitoring Your Printer Status” and then click install which will take you to “Connection Type” 

screen where you can indicate how you want your printer to connect to your computer. 

We have selected “USB Wired Connection” and the “USB Wired Connection” Screen has appeared in-

structing us to connect the USB lead and to “TURN THE PRINTER ON”. The computer, software and printer 

will auto connect from this point. 

Connecting your Printer to your Computer—Example 

Connecting your Printer to your Computer  - Prompts 



 

If you have turned on the printer before being asked to in the installation process, you 
may find that no print jobs are sent to the printer owing to an incorrect USB port being 
specified and that means that the computer can not communicate with the printer. 

To rectify this, remove the installation from your computer in the control panel and then re-install from 
the installation CD, remembering “NOT TO TURN THE PRINTER ON” until the installation asks you to. 

Notes 

WiFi - Notes 

If you are setting up your printer to use as a WiFi connected printer, please read the printer 

manual that came along with the printer. The manual will either be supplied as a booklet, or 

supplied on the driver/software disc . 

For WiFi,  follow the  “Procedure” section, up to how you wish to connect to your printer and instead of 

selecting USB connection, select WiFi and then follow the on screen instructions. 

Be aware that you may need your WiFi/router SSID password in order to complete the connection to 

WiFi. Most of the time this is not required however, it is always a good idea to have this to hand in case it 

is required for your installation type. 

A couple of points to comment here on WiFi setup, we always first install via a cabled connection, USB or 

Network and then set up WiFi. This allows us to setup a printer fully before we switch over to WiFi and hit 

some of the irritating issues that can occur whilst setting up. 

Don’t just assume it is a faulty printer as the reason that you can not set up your WiFi. We have had sev-

eral customers return printers as faulty because of WiFi setting up and it never has been  a printer error. 

Please use the following instructions as a guide and connection will be fine. One of the biggest issues that we 
come across is owing to the printer being turned on too soon.  

 Please ensure that the printer is turned off and that a power lead and a USB lead (If Using) is connected 

 Install the disc that came with the printer into your computer drive and follow the on screen instructions 
to install the software. 

 If your computer or laptop does not have a CD Rom in which to put the disc, download the software from 
the suppliers website, see  (Driver & Software Downloads). The file will be a .zip file format, unzip the file, 
normally by double clicking and follow the onscreen instructions to install the printer. 

 When the installation asks “How you wish to connect the “Printer ” select USB or WiFi” at this point and 
plug in the appropriate connection lead if needed. Follow the on screen instructions 

 When the software asks you to turn the printer on, please do so. (Not before) 

 The software will locate the printer and install it on your computer. 

 When installation is complete you will be asked “Do you wish to print a test page” Hit the 
yes, ok or print button and the test print will be sent to your printer. 

 If the test print is ok, print an image of your choice on high quality print and matte or gloss paper setting 
and the image should print beautifully. 

 

Connecting your Printer to your Computer 



Please use the following instructions as a guide and set up will be fine. Impatience 
and not following these instructions will cause issues in the set up. 

 Plug one end of the power cable into the printer and the other end into a wall 
power socket and turn the power socket on.   

 Do not install a USB lead at this point if you are installing cartridges before 
connecting the printer to your computer. If already connected, you can istall the USB lead. 

 Turn on the power button and the button will light, the print-head will move and the LCD screen 
will light up, if the printer model that you have has an LCD screen. 

 If you do have an LCD Screen, follow the printers on screen instructions and set the country, date, 
time and any other info requested. 

 If you do not have an LCD screen, press the flashing light and follow the printers logic to install car-
tridges. Printer logic can vary from manufacturer to manufacturer. 

 Open the cartridge cover, or the printer lid in order to gain access to the cartridge holder and re-
move any “nozzle protectors” or packaging tapes.  

 Remove the ink cartridge protective wrapping , outer sealed bag and shake each cartridge well. 

 Remove the coloured “pull/tear off tape” , normally yellow or orange and any cartridge carriers or 
clips that are on the outlet side of the cartridge. 

 Insert the cartridges one at a time until the set is installed. If the printer has an LCD screen, the col-
our cartridge installed will be noted in some way on the screen. 

 In the unlikely event that a cartridge is not recognized when first installed, open the cover, remove 
the cartridge and slowly reinstall. This can happen very occasionally. 

 Setup and priming will now be performed on this machine and the printer will charge the ink 
chambers ready to be available to print. The time it takes to charge and prime the ink chambers 
varies between different printer models. The average is 5 minutes. 

 Load paper into the Paper tray and print out a test sheet, either using the computer or using the 
LCD screen prompts. 

 Check the printout for and gaps in the print, if asked, confirm that the print out is good. In the un-
likely event that gaps are present, a head cleaning cycle would be required to clear the gaps. 

 Go to the maintenance section in the software or on the LCD screen and navigate to head clean 
and perform a head clean cycle. Print a nozzle check after the head clean to confirm all is ok. Re-
peat this again if necessary. 

 After the cartridges are installed and setup, you may then complete the WiFi and all other printer 
set up settings that are still to do. 

Install the Ink Cartridges 

Notes/Points 

Failure to remove the “pull” or “tear off” tape will prevent the ink cartridge from re-
leasing ink. Removing the tape allows air to be drawn into the cartridge to replace any 
ink that has been used. 
 
Misconceptions about starter cartridges are common. Start-up cartridges are normally 
standard capacity cartridges that have a setup chip installed. The setup chip can restrict 
certain use of the cartridges, however it is the capacity that is commonly misquoted. 
 
On a new desktop level printer the ink cartridges supplied have to fill the empty ink galleries and if the car-
tridges supplied were lower in capacity than standard capacity cartridges, they would show as nearly emp-
ty after charging. They don’t, they show nearly full! 
 
To be certain we weighed standard cartridges against setup cartridges and they were the same weight! 



Ok we have got this far and we have familiarized ourselves with the printer layout, any 

buttons or lights that flash, LCD screen features (if fitted), we have located and installed 

the ink cartridges and we have also installed plain paper.  

The printer has printed test sheets and is printing without gaps. We may or may not have had to perform 

a head clean dependant on the first test print.  

If you did not perform a head cleaning cycle, it is a good idea to go back now and familiarize yourself with 

the procedure. You will need it at some point and that point is always when what you are doing is urgent. 

Take the time now before we move on. 

Installation & Setup Recap 

If your prints are showing horizontal lines or the colours are way off what you would ex-

pect then your printer may require a print head clean cycle. This is to clean any debris 

from the inkjet print nozzles. 

If this is the case, go to maintenance tab and Print nozzle check to see if there are any gaps in the print. If 

there are gaps a head clean is required. Select head clean and allow the printer to chug through the clean-

ing cycle. After this is done, re-print a nozzle check and see if it has solved the issue. 

If the nozzle print is clean, all four colours are present and there are no gaps, then the printer, ink and car-

tridges are performing as it should. If there are gaps, perform another cleaning cycle. 

Caution - there is no point in performing head cleaning cycles repeatedly. If required perform them in 

twos and rest 20 minutes in between. In many instances perform a couple of head cleaning cycles and 

leaving for several hours will clear the print, especially in the case of trapped air. Leaving allows the 

trapped air to percolate out. 

Print Head Cleaning 

Multi function printers in particular have a procedure for aligning the print head. One of 

the reasons for this is to get clear sharp detailed lines. If your prints are fuzzy or have 

shadows, or blurred, this could be an indication that the print heads require re-aligning.  

Print head aligning is basically a process that measures a series of pre-defined test squares that the print-

er has to print out. This printout is then placed in the scanner and read and allows for auto adjustment 

or manual adjustment through selection of the clearest or best match square. 

This procedure differs between manufacturers so please follow the manufacturers instructions. In most 

instances, print head alignment is not required. 

Print Head Alignment 

Printers are built to have quite a few settings in order to get the best image prints on the 

paper of your choice however, printers also have a default setting which is in Draft on plain 

paper.  (Fast economical mode) If you print a photo on this setting it will print with horizontal lines 

through the print and the colours will look washed out. Check out print settings! 

Printer Print Settings - Caution 



Paper Tray and Media 

It is worth a few words on getting this right as we have come across issues with paper use 

and types on many occasions.   

Paper Weight: The use of a reasonable to a good quality weight of paper is required, if 

the paper is too thin and is flimsy, constant jamming will occur and if the paper is too thick and too stiff, 

the paper will not feed through the printers paper path which will also cause jamming. 

Paper weights are expressed as Gramm's per Square Meter (gsm) an 80gsm paper being lighter in weight 

than a 200gsm paper weight. 

Paper Coatings: If you are printing photographs, graphic designs, high quality text or presentations, the 

paper media that you will use for these prints should be different from the standard plain papers bought in 

500 sheet reams that most of us use for school homework and general printing. 

Photo papers or the higher end papers have a coating on one side (Can be double sided) that is designed 

so that the ink can lay on top of the coating on the surface, or with micro-porous coatings, just below the 

surface. Printing on these coatings create clear sharp image or text outlines and great photographs. 

If you are looking at printing some good quality stuff please feel free to call us and we would go through 

the media choices that we have available from Gloss, Satin and matte photo papers to Centura pearl and 

metallic specialist papers used in paper crafts. 

Paper Feeding: There is a difference in how papers are fed through printers from a front feed paper tray 

or from a rear feed paper tray. On a front feed paper tray, the papers coating is face down and on a rear 

feed paper tray, the papers coating is face up.    

 We recommend a minimum paper weight of 80gsm, lower weights may cause jamming issues. 

 Do not use papers or cards that are too stiff/rigid as they will not feed through the printer. 

 Fan the paper to separate the sheets from each other before placing in the paper tray. 

 Place the paper in the paper tray facing the correct way up or down. 

 Do not overload the paper tray , overloading will cause more than a single sheet to be fed. 

 Set the paper guide correctly to suit the sizes of paper being used. 

If you bear these points in mind, you will not go far wrong in your paper selections and always remember, 

if you need assistance or advice telephone us and we will pleased to suggest or recommend media options 

that will suit your project.  

More information on paper media selection and use is included in the specific application sections further 

on in this guide. 

Points to Remember for Paper selection and use 



Using Refillable Cartridges 

Understanding how to use your refillable cartridges will ensure that you get the best service from the 
product and of course it will help you save that 90% savings, simply by not buying throw away, single use 
inkjet cartridges. 

AN IMAGE OF A SET OF EPSON T29XL REFILLABLE CARTRIDGES. 

NOTE THE 2 SETS OF BUNGS ON THE TOP OF THE CARTRIDGES. A 
SET WITH COLOUR IDENTIFIERS FOR FILLING WITH INK AND ONE 
SET OF CLEAR BUGS FOR AIR CIRCULATION. 

ALL REFILLABLE CARTRIDGES HAVE BOTH SETS OF BUNGS AND THE 
AIR BUNGS MUST BE REMOVED PRIOR TO FITTING INTO YOUR 
PRINTER. IF NOT REMOVED, THE PRINTER WILL NOT PRINT!  

Please Note - Important Information! 

The following serves as a quick reminder/summary for quick install and use of the refillable cartridges. 

 Remove the clear rubber air bungs, (if supplied) located on the top /edge of of the cartridge.   

 Remove the coloured ink refill bungs, located on top of the cartridges, in a recess.  

 Pour ink from a bottle or inject the ink with a syringe into the Refill hole. 

 Fill the cartridge to approx 5mm from the top of the ink chamber and replace the icoloured bung. 

 Leave the air hole open without a bung to allow ingress of air as ink is used. 

 Shake the cartridge well be fore inserting  the cartridges into your printer, and away you go! 

An aspect of using the cartridges is to understand the auto reset chip and how to use it. The cartridge 
communicates with the printer to show a fill level per cartridge. Each ink droplet used is counted and a 
calculation is made to establish the ink level. 

The auto rest chip works the same as a normal single use chip in calculating and showing an ink level 
however, where it differs from a single use chip is, that it can re-set to full after it has reached an empty 
calculation. To Re-set the chips, please follow: 

 When the cartridge shows as empty or it may say that “it is not recognised” remove the cartridge. 

 Remove the coloured ink refill bungs, located on the top face of the cartridges.  

 Pour ink from a bottle or inject the ink with a syringe into the Refill hole. 

 Shake and re-install the cartridge into the printer and it should read as full. 

The temptation is to fill all 4 cartridges at the same time, it makes sense but the printer does not like this 
and can get very confused. In simple terms, only remove and fill the cartridges when they show as empty! 

If for any reason you forget this and the printer gets confused, remove all 4 cartridges, turn the printer off 

using the power button and pull the power lead from the wall socket. Leave for 5 minutes and reverse 

the procedure to install the cartridges. This clears the printer memory!  

How to fill video can be viewed here:  

http://youtu.be/KAtXnHZ44W4 



When a cartridge shows as empty, up to half of the  cartridge ink chamber will be filled with 

ink. This is quite normal. The temptation is just to put the cartridge back in the printer with 

out refilling,. To do this could cause problems with ink levels on the ink monitor. Y 

ou may think that you have more ink in the cartridge than you actually have and could try to print with 

an empty cartridge. This will cause air ingress, which will require a head clean or two, then leaving still 

for a couple of airs to allow the air to percolate out of the ink system. Worst case you could damage 

the print head!. 

Whenever a cartridge shows as empty, irrespective of how much ink is in the cartridge, refill it! 

  

 Notes & Tips - Refillable Cartridges 

Continuous ink supply systems were a great innovation and a very economical way to run a 

printer. 90% savings at least over running a printer with normal cartridges , without the need 

to constantly change cartridges that ran out. 

Our constant issue with CISS were the customers not fully understanding how to use the system which 

caused difficult telephone calls with customers. Also the printer manufacturers misadvised customers  

stating that they were not good for the printer. Strange that times have moved on and that Epson, Canon 

and Brother all offer CISS printer models now! 

Although we do not offer CISS in any of current our listings, we will supply them to customers, but this is 

subject to the customers confirming that they understand how to use them and that the printer may well 

have to be modified in some way to install and operate them. 

If this is of interest then please telephone or message us and we can then look at it with you. 

 Comment on Continuous Ink Supply Systems - (CISS) 

We can be contacted  using the following information: 

Composite Containers Ltd 

27 Sutton Road 

Howden 

East Riding of Yorkshire 

DN14 7DJ 

 Contact Details 

Email: info@homemediaonlie.com 

Landline Friendly No: 0845 309 6375 

Mobile Friendly No: 0345 309 6375 

We operate several product specific websites that are named to suit the products that we sell on those 

websites. This will be changeing over the next 3 months and all shop websites will operate through 

www.homemediaonline.com information websites will operate ww.printingbuddy.co.uk. 

Other product specific websites that we operate are: 

    www.dyesubstuff.co.uk        www.edibleinks.co.uk  www.craftmedia.co.uk 



For Dye sublimation printers, where we know of firmware issues the printer package 

will be supplied with a set of standard cartridges in order to cover all eventualities with 

regard to firmware issues and they can be used, if required for initialisation of the print-

er. Normally this is not the case and these cartridges can be ignored, however if odd messages come up 

when setting up, please contact us and we will talk you through how to simply set the printer up with the 

standard cartridges and then change over to Dye Sublimation Cartridges.  

After the standard cartridges have been used to initialise and setup the printer, these would be removed 

and the refillable cartridges would be installed. The printer then needs to be purged of the standard ink . 

This is done by printing a 4 colour test sheet using “matte coated” as the paper setting and “high quality” 

as the print setting. Print 4/5 copies on these settings and you are good to go! 

To download the test sheet, please visit www.printingbuddy.co.uk / support / instructions / testsheets. 

 Application Specific Setup 

Different printer models are sold with different approaches to firmware and cartridge 

interaction which in essence can create a difference in how a printer is initially set-up. 

This is defined by the printer manufacturer and the printer supplier has no influence in 

this, other than to offer advice.  

Using a printer in a specialised application requires an understanding of these issues by the supplier in or-

der to ensure that  your printer performs as it should within the specialised application. 

Setup Points for a Dye Sublimation Printer 

Setup Points for an Edible 

An edible printer setup must bear in mind any potential cross contamination issues. We 

do not want any ink other than edible ink in the system. This is very important! 

On most current printer models setup can be performed using a set of refillable car-

tridges filled with edible inks. On certain printers where this is not the case, we would 

have used a set of special cartridges with a manufacturers original chip, and filled with edible ink to pre-

initialize the printer before we send it out for delivery. 

In order to determine which printer models we need to supply what items with, we randomly setup print-

ers that have been ordered. This ensures that our kits are up to date when supplied. 

A benefit to customers where we have performed a setup is that the printer becomes an out of the box 

plug and play printer with minimal setup required. 


